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Your Year-End Financial Checklist
Six aspects of your financial life to review as the year draws to a close.
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The end of the year can help remind us of last-minute
things we need to address and long-term goals we
want to accomplish. To that end, here are six aspects
Put it in a Letter‑3
of your financial life to think about as this year leads
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Keep in mind, this article is for informational purposes only and is not a replacement for real-life advice.
Make certain to conduct a tax or legal professional before modifying your tax strategy. The ideas presented
are not intended to provide specific advice.
Your investments. Set a goal to review your investments with your financial professional. You’ll want to
come away from the meeting with an understanding
of your portfolio position. Review your approach to
investing and make sure it suits your objectives. Look
over your portfolio positions and revisit your asset
allocation. Remember, asset allocation and diversification are approaches to help manage investment
risk. They do not guarantee against investment loss.
Your retirement strategy. You may want to consider contributing the maximum to your retirement
accounts. It’s also a good idea to review any retirement accounts you may have through your work.
This is also a great time to decide on making catch-up
contributions.
Your tax situation. It’s a good idea to consider
checking in with your tax or legal professional before
the year ends, especially if you have questions about
a 2019 expense or deduction. Also, it may be a good
idea to review any sales of property as well as both
realized and unrealized losses and gains. Look back at
last year’s loss carryforwards. If you’ve sold securities, gather up cost-basis information. As always,
bringing all this information to your financial professional is a smart move.
Your charitable gifting goals. Plan charitable
contributions or contributions to education accounts
and make any desired cash gifts to family members.
The annual federal gift tax exclusion allows you to
give away up to $15,000 in 2019, meaning you can
gift as much as $15,000 to as many individuals as
you like this year, tax free. Such gifts do not count
against the lifetime estate tax exemption amount, as
long as they stay beneath the annual federal gift tax
exclusion threshold.1,2 Besides outright gifts, you

can explore creating and funding trusts on behalf of
your family. The end of the year is also a good time
to review any trusts you have in place. Using a trust
involves a complex set of tax rules and regulations.
Before moving forward with a trust, consider working
with a professional who is familiar with the rules and
regulations.
Your life insurance coverage. The end of the year
is an excellent time to double-check that your policies
and beneficiaries are up to date. Don’t forget to
review premium costs and beneficiaries and think
about whether your insurance needs have changed.
Several factors could impact the cost and availability of life insurance, such as age, health, and the
type of insurance purchased as well as the amount
purchased. Life insurance policies have expenses,
including mortality and other charges. If a policy is
surrendered prematurely, you may pay surrender
charges, which could have income tax implications.
You should consider determining whether you are insurable before implementing a strategy involving life
insurance. Finally, don’t forget that any guarantees
associated with a policy are dependent on the ability
of the issuing insurance company to continue making
claim payments.
Life events. Here are some questions to ask yourself
when evaluating any large life changes in the last
year: Did you happen to get married or divorced in
2019? Did you move or change jobs? Did you buy a
home or business? Was there a new addition to your
family this year? Did you receive an inheritance or
a gift? All these circumstances can have a financial
impact on your life
Citations.
1 - turbotax.intuit.com/tax-tips/estates/the-gift-tax-made-simple/L5tGWVC8N#:~:text=The%20annual%20federal%20gift%20tax,may%20be%20
increased%20for%20inflation.) [11/22/18]
2 - irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/whats-new-estateand-gift-tax[9/23/19]
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A way to help you prepare.

The baby boomers redefined everything they touched, from
music to marriage to parenting and even what “old” means –
60 is the new 50! Longer, healthier living, however, can put
greater stress on the sustainability of retirement assets.
There is no easy answer to this challenge, but let’s begin by
discussing one idea – a bucket approach to building your retirement income plan.
The Bucket Strategy can take two forms.
The Expenses Bucket Strategy: With this approach, you
segment your retirement expenses into three buckets:
* Basic Living Expenses – food, rent, utilities, etc.
* Discretionary Expenses – vacations, dining out, etc.
* Legacy Expenses – assets for heirs and charities
This strategy pairs appropriate investments to each bucket.
For instance, Social Security might be assigned to the Basic
Living Expenses bucket. If this source of income falls short,
you might consider whether a fixed annuity can help fill the
gap. With this approach, you are attempting to match income
sources to essential expenses.1
The guarantees of an annuity contract depend on the issuing company’s claims-paying ability. Annuities have contract
limitations, fees, and charges, including account and administrative fees, underlying investment management fees, mortality and expense fees, and charges for optional benefits. Most
annuities have surrender fees that are usually highest if you
take out the money in the initial years of the annuity contact.
Withdrawals and income payments are taxed as ordinary income. If a withdrawal is made prior to age 59½, a 10% federal
income tax penalty may apply (unless an exception applies).
For the Discretionary Expenses bucket, you might consider
investing in top-rated bonds and large-cap stocks that offer the
potential for growth and have a long-term history of paying a
steady dividend. The market value of a bond will fluctuate with
changes in interest rates. As rates fall, the value of existing
bonds typically drop. If an investor sells a bond before maturity, it may be worth more or less than the initial purchase price.
By holding a bond to maturity an investor will receive the
interest payments due, plus their original principal, barring
default by the issuer. Investments seeking to achieve higher
yields also involve a higher degree of risk. Keep in mind that
the return and principal value of stock prices will fluctuate
as market conditions change. And shares, when sold, may
be worth more or less than their original cost. Dividends on
common stock are not fixed and can be decreased or eliminated
on short notice.

Express your wishes.

as small-cap stocks and international equity. Asset allocation is
an approach to help manage investment risk. Asset allocation
does not guarantee against investment loss.
International investments carry additional risks, which include
differences in financial reporting standards, currency exchange
rates, political risk unique to a specific country, foreign taxes
and regulations, and the potential for illiquid markets. These
factors may result in greater share price volatility.
The Timeframe Bucket Strategy: This approach creates
buckets based on different timeframes and assigns investments to each. For example:
* 1 to 5 Years: This bucket funds your near-term expenses. It
may be filled with cash and cash alternatives, such as money
market accounts. Money market funds are considered low-risk
securities but they are not backed by any government institution, so it’s possible to lose money. Money held in money market funds is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. Money market funds seek to preserve the value of your investment
at $1.00 a share. However, it is possible to lose money by investing in a money market fund. Money market mutual funds
are sold by prospectus. Please consider the charges, risks,
expenses, and investment objectives carefully before investing.
A prospectus containing this and other information about the
investment company can be obtained from your financial professional. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.
* 6 to 10 Years: This bucket is designed to help replenish the
funds in the 1-to-5-Years bucket. Investments might include a
diversified, intermediate, top-rated bond portfolio. Diversification is an approach to help manage investment risk. It does
not eliminate the risk of loss if security prices decline.
* 11 to 20 Years: This bucket may be filled with investments
such as large-cap stocks, which offer the potential for growth.
* 21 or More Years: This bucket might include longer-term
investments, such as small-cap and international stocks.
Each bucket is set up to be replenished by the next longer-term
bucket. This approach can offer flexibility to provide replenishment at more opportune times. For example, if stock prices
move higher, you might consider replenishing the 6-to-10Years bucket, even though it’s not quite time.
A bucket approach to pursue your income needs is not the only
way to build an income strategy, but it’s one strategy to consider as you prepare for retirement.
Citations.
1 - kiplinger.com/article/retirement/T037-C000-S002-how-to-implement-the-bucket-system-in-retirement.html [8/30/18]

Actor Lee Marvin once said, “As soon as people see my face on a
movie screen, they [know] two things: first, I’m not going to get
the girl, and second, I’ll get a cheap funeral before the picture is
over.”1
Most people don’t spend too much time thinking about their
own funeral, and yet, many of us have a vision about our memorial service or the handling of our remains. A letter of instruction can help you accomplish that goal.
A letter of instruction is not a legal document; it’s a letter written by you that provides additional, more personal information
regarding your estate. It can be addressed to whomever you
choose, but typically, letters of instruction are directed to the
executor, family members, or beneficiaries.
Make a Cheat Sheet. Think of a letter of instruction as a “cheat
sheet” to your estate. Here are a few ideas and concepts that
may be included:
*The location of important legal documents, such as your will,
insurance policies, titles to automobiles, deeds to property, etc.
*A list of financial assets, including savings and checking
accounts, stocks, bonds, and retirement accounts. Be sure to include account numbers, PINs, and passwords where applicable.
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*A list of pensions or profit-sharing plans, including the location
of their explanatory booklets.
*The location of your latest tax return and Social Security statements.
*The location of any safe deposit boxes and their keys.
*Information on your social media accounts and how they can
be accessed.
Identify Funeral Wishes. A letter of instruction is also a good
place to leave burial or cremation wishes. You should consider
giving the location of your cemetery plot deed, if you have one.
You may even wish to specify which hymns or speakers you
would like included in your memorial service. Although a letter
of instruction is not legally binding, your heirs will probably be
glad to know how you would like to be remembered. It also may
be helpful to leave a list of contact information for people who
should be notified in the event of your death.
There is no “best way” to write a letter of instruction. It can be
written in your style and reflect your personality, or it can be
written to simply convey information. You should decide what
type of letter best fits your estate strategy.
Citations.
1 - brainyquote.com/quotes/lee_marvin_319132 [5/7/19]

The Financial Realities of Longevity
Your financial future is up to you and no one else.
Provided by Bruce Udell
What will be your future? You know that solid retirement strategy
takes your time horizon, an often unpredictable factor, into consideration. Your thinking must include an awareness of how long you must
save for and what sort of expenditures may be ahead.
The most recent findings from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention indicate that the average American male lives to age 76, while
a female may live to 81. The numbers also take the quality of life into
account, putting male and female Americans at “full health” for 67 and
70 years, respectively.1
What do these numbers tell us? Women live longer, for one. Based on
your age and the age of your spouse, you can make estimates; you may
live longer or less, but averages offer us a window that can be used to
plot that retirement strategy. One reality unnoticed in these numbers is
that some women may live on their own for many years; if a woman has
spent many years as part of a household, living alone shifts the responsibility from two people to one, removing any extra income their partner
or spouse contributed.
According to the Social Security Administration, single women aged 65
and up (including both the unmarried and the widowed) rely on Social
Security payments for 45% of their total income. This compares to 33%

Finally, if you have assets you expect to pass on, you might
position some of them in more aggressive investments, such
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for single men of a similar age and 28% for the married couples in that
bracket.2
What does that come to in dollars and cents, per year? The most recent
tally, based on a 2018 fact sheet, is $13,891. (Men: $17,663.) These are
today’s numbers, but they underscore the importance for a retirement
strategy that looks at your specific needs and goals – an approach that
considers your future health expenses, your day-to-day expenses, as
well as the things you want to do for enjoyment in retirement (travel,
pastimes, family experiences, and more).2,3
How do you create a strategy that can adapt to life’s events?
While your future may be unknown, working closely with your advisor
may help you to create an approach that’s based on your unique goals,
risk tolerance and take into account your ever-changing time horizon.
Follow up by meeting with a financial professional who can help you put
a strategy into action.

Citations.
1 - time.com/5538099/why-do-women-live-longer-than-men/ [2/27/2019]
2 - ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/women-alt.pdf [8/2018]
3 - washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/05/14/why-gender-pay-gap-still-persists-what-wecan-do-about-it/ [5/14/2019]
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Many people plan their estates diligently, with input
from legal, tax, and financial professionals. Others plan
earnestly but make mistakes that can potentially affect
both the transfer and destiny of family wealth. Here are
some common and not-so-common errors to avoid.

ing. Make a list of which heirs will receive collectibles
or heirlooms. If your family has some issues, this may
go a long way toward reducing squabbles as well as the
possibility of legal costs eating up some of this-or-that
heir’s inheritance.

Doing it all yourself. While you could write your own
will or create a will, it can be risky to do so. Sometimes
simplicity has a price. Look at the example of Aretha
Franklin. The “Queen of Soul’s” estate, valued at $80
million, may be divided under a handwritten or “holographic” will. Her wills were discovered among her
personal effects. Provided that the will can be authenticated, it will be probated under Michigan law, but
such unwitnessed documents are not necessarily legally
binding.1

Leaving a trust unfunded (or underfunded). Through
a simple, one-sentence title change, a married couple
can fund a revocable trust with their primary residence.
As an example, if a couple retitles their home from
“Heather and Michael Smith, Joint Tenants with Rights
of Survivorship” to “Heather and Michael Smith, Trustees of the Smith Revocable Trust dated (month)(day),
(year).” They are free to retitle myriad other assets in
the trust’s name.1

Failing to update your will or trust after a life event.
Relatively few estate plans are reviewed over time. Any
major life event should prompt you to review your will,
trust, or other estate planning documents. So should a
major life event that affects one of your beneficiaries.

Ignoring a caregiver with ulterior motives. Very few
people consider this possibility when creating a will or
trust, but it does happen. A caregiver harboring a hidden agenda may exploit a loved one to the point where
they revise estate planning documents for the caregiver’s financial benefit.

Appointing a co-trustee. Trust administration is not for
everyone. Some people lack the interest, the time, or
the understanding it requires, and others balk at the responsibility and potential liability involved. A co-trustee also introduces the potential for conflict.

The best estate plans are clear in their language, clear
in their intentions, and updated as life events demand.
They are overseen through the years with care and
scrutiny, reflecting the magnitude of the transfer of
significant wealth.

Being too vague with your heirs about your estate plan.
While you may not want to explicitly reveal who will get
what prior to your passing, your heirs should understand the purpose and intentions at the heart of your
estate planning. If you want to distribute more of your
wealth to one child than another, write a letter to be
presented after your death that explains your reason-

Citations.
1 – detroitnews.com/story/news/local/oakland-county/2019/05/20/
lawyer-says-3-handwritten-wills-found-aretha-franklinhome/3747674002/ [5/20/19]

